THE A-Z OF GEOFENCING MARKETING FOR YOUR
BUSINESS

What is Geofencing?
The phrase "geofence" refers to a
target location's physical bounds. It
could be a specific city, zip code,
county, or a mileage radius
surrounding a certain physical store
location. Geofencing marketing
allows businesses to communicate
more effectively with customers who
live in their target areas.

HOW TO USE GEOFENCING MARKETING FOR
YOUR BUSINESS
1. If you operate a physical retail store, you can set up a Geofence
around the location.
2. Marketing events and industry conferences that require travel
throughout the world could develop Geofences around future
geographical stops to establish brand recognition ahead of time.
3. You can also use Geofencing to gain an advantage over your
competitors.

CREATIVE WAYS OF GEOFENCING
1. Coco-revenue Cola's was greatly increased as a result
of its Geofencing marketing campaign. With the help of
data obtained from vending machine payment software
and facial recognition technology, it was able to easily
determine its best-selling drinks and busiest locations.
2. Customers who stroll into a Geofenced region are
notified about their unspent gift card balances using the
Sephora app's Geofencing technology, which provides
rapid digital help at every location suggesting that a
Sephora store is nearby if they desire to shop.

BENEFITS OF GEOFENCING MARKETING
1. PERSONALIZED AND TARGETED MARKETING
Geofencing allows you to create a tailored and targetspecific marketing strategy.

2. PRECISE HIGH-QUALITY CONTENT
DELIVERED AT THE RIGHT TIME
This marketing strategy assists you in pitching the correct
information to the right audience, especially within a small
and precise geographic radius that is beneficial to your
firm.

3. ECONOMICAL YET EFFECTIVE
Geofencing, unlike other marketing tactics, allows
you to interact with your target customers more
efficiently and at a reduced cost. If you're not sure
where to start, the best Digital Marketing agency in
Thane can assist you in putting this approach into
action.

4. BOOSTS DATA-GATHERING EFFORTS
By targeting the correct customers and tailoring
your marketing plan to a specific Geofenced area,
you may acquire a richer and more detailed data
pool. As a result, retrieving client data is a smart
and effective digital marketing strategy.
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